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1. Introduction

The probabilistic modelling of a robot manipulator workspace when combined with a Human-Machine Interface (HMI) allows the extraction and learning of the spatial preferences of the user. Furthermore, the knowledge of the most accessed zones of the robot’s workspace permits the bounding of the time needed for the robot to reach a given position at its workspace.

From its early beginning, the use of robot manipulators within the robotic assistance field was concerned to emulate an orthopaedic arm (Fukuda et al, 2003; Zecca et al, 2002; Lopez et al, 2009). Therefore, the robot manipulator was considered as the final actuator of the assistive system where its main goal was to imitate the movements of an arm. Depending on the user/patient capabilities, the robot manipulator was commanded by either electromyographic or electro-encephalic signals (Ferreira et al, 2006a; 2006b; 2008). A robotic device controlled by a Muscle-Computer Interface (MCI) can be found in (Artemiadis & Kyriakopoulos, 2006; Lopez et al, 2007; Millan et al, 2004; Ferreira et al, 2006b; Lopez et al, 2009; Ferreira et al, 2008). In these works, the electro-miographic signal is acquired, processed, classified and converted to motion commands. The system is closed by a bio-feedback loop. When used with a robot manipulator, a MCI is usually connected to a set of muscles that the patient is able to move at its own will. The number of channels used by the interface increases as increases the number of the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the robot (Yatsenko et al, 2007; Lopez et al, 2009; Ferreira et al, 2008). Thus, for a single 2DOF robot manipulator are necessary three different muscles: two to govern each DOF and a third to set a sign (if the manipulator is moving to the left or to the right), for a direct control of the robot manipulator.

For robotic devices controlled by Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI’s), the situation is analogous to the MCI; the number of signals or patterns to be extracted from the EEG (electro-encephalogram) increases as increases with the number of DOF’s –or actions– to be performed by the robot. Although most applications of BCI’s are oriented to govern a mobile robot –because of its direct analogy with a motorized wheelchair (Bastos Filho et al, 2007a; Bastos Filho, 2007; Ferreira et al, 2008; Bastos Filho et al, 2007b)– some works have been published showing the implementation of a BCI to control the movements of a robot.
The way that the patient interacts with the interface is determined by the objective of the HMI. Thus, for a HMI connected to a robot, the proper motion of the automata serves as a bio-feedback channel to the user (Wolpaw et al, 2002; Ferreira et al, 2008). A more suitable way to interact with the user is by means of scan modes. The scan modes have been widely used in the recent years for assistance technology. It is not restricted only to BCI’s or MCI’s but to most of HMI.

The scan mode applied to a HMI’s in robotic assistance is mainly composed by a series of icons; each icon represents an action or a place attached to the robotic task; the patient, using its biological signals, displace the scan over the several icons; once an icon is selected –also using the biological signals– the robot performs the task associated with the selected icon. This kind of interface decreases the effort of the user when generating the biological signals, relegating the control of the interface to the control of the scan. Moreover, some HMI include an automatic scan; thus the user only has to accept –or cancel if needed– an icon within the scan. Figure 1 shows a general architecture of a HMI with a scan mode incorporated.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{q} & = \mathbf{q}_f + \mathbf{q}_c + \mathbf{q}_f \mathbf{C} + \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{q}) \\
dot{\mathbf{q}} & = \mathbf{q}_f + \mathbf{q}_c + \mathbf{q}_f \mathbf{C} + \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{q})
\end{align*}
\]

In (1), \(\mathbf{q}_f\) is an \(n\times1\) array of joint angular positions; \(\mathbf{q}_c\) is an \(n\times1\) array of friction moments. More information about the robot’s mass of the cell using a kinematic controller. 

\[
\mathbf{q}_f = \mathbf{q}_f + \mathbf{q}_c + \mathbf{q}_f \mathbf{C} + \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{q})
\]

This equation can be expressed as (1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{q} & = \mathbf{q}_f + \mathbf{q}_c + \mathbf{q}_f \mathbf{C} + \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{q}) \\
\dot{\mathbf{q}} & = \mathbf{q}_f + \mathbf{q}_c + \mathbf{q}_f \mathbf{C} + \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{q})
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 1. General architecture of a HMI. The dashed and solid blue-lines correspond to a HMI that control the robotic device in a direct way; the solid and dashed-red lines refer to a HMI with a scan mode incorporated on it.
Figure 1 shows the general architecture of a HMI. When the HMI has a scan mode, the biofeedback loop is closed by both the robot’s movements and the scan mode itself. As was stated before, the scan mode reduces the work of the HMI’s user, although it restricts the interface to a number of actions associated with the icons within the scan.

In this work we show the implementation of a robot manipulator workspace scan mode applied to a HMI. Although we have used a BCI, any other HMI can be adapted to the system presented in this work. The robotic device used is a SCARA robot manipulator (Sciavicco & Siciliano, 2000). The robot’s workspace is divided into cells. Each cell has a probability value associated with it. The scan mode is run according the probability information of the cell, decreasing in that way the time needed for the robot to reach the desire cell. Once a cell is chosen by the user, the robot manipulator reaches the center of mass of the cell using a kinematic controller.

Three types of scan modes are shown in this work: an uniform scan mode and two based on the probabilistic information of the workspace. The three scan modes are tested by Monte Carlo experiments. The probability-based scan modes learn the preferences of the patient by the measure of the probability of a cell in being selected by the user. The probability value of each cell at the robot’s workspace is dynamically maintained according to the patient cell’s selection. Considering that the robot’s workspace behaves as a probability density function, the Kullback-Liebler (relative entropy) measure is shown in order to establish a measure of divergence between the different scan modes.

2. Overview of the System

The main objective of the HMI is that the user/patient be capable of generating a set of commands by means of his/her biological signals in order to control the robotic device used. In this work, the HMI used is a BCI but is not restricted to it. The BCI is controlled by event related potentials (ERP) acquired from the occipital lobe of the patient. Such potentials are the event related synchronization/desynchronization (ERS/ERD). The ERS/ERD potentials are measured in the alpha band (8–13 Hz) of the EEG from the occipital lobe. The BCI conform an alphabet of commands from the ERS and ERD which are then sent to a Finite State Machine (FSM). The FSM contains actions or desired behaviors of the robot to be performed if the user generates the appropriate command. The BCI was tested in a population of 25 cognitive normal volunteers and the results can be seen in (Ferreira et al, 2008).

The robot manipulator is the actuator device that completes the HMI system. The robot used in this work is a SCARA type, Bosch SR-800 (see Fig. 2). In the absence of perturbations and without considering gravity effects, the dynamic of a rigid robot manipulator with \( n \) joints can be expressed as (1).

\[
M(q)\dot{q} + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + f(q) = \tau
\]  

In (1), \( q \) is an \( n \times 1 \)-array of joint angular positions; \( \tau \) is an \( n \times 1 \)-array of applied torques; \( M(q) \) is the \( n \times n \) positive definite inertia matrix; \( C(q, \dot{q}) \) is an \( n \times n \) matrix of centripetal and Coriolis effect and \( f(q) \) is an \( n \times 1 \)-array of friction moments. More information about the robot’s parameters can be found in (Bastos Filho et al, 2006 ; Ferreira et al, 2006c).
Considering that the objective of the HMI is to position the robot manipulator at a specific cell of its workspace, a kinematic controller was used (Kelly et al, 2004).

![Robot Manipulator Bosch SR-800](image)

**Fig. 2.** Robot manipulator Bosch SR-800.

### 3. Sequential Scan Mode

The scan mode developed in this work is an automatic one. The workspace of the robot manipulator is divided into cells. As a first approach let’s consider that the cells do not have a probability value associated with them. Thus, the probability of a cell to be chosen by the patient is the same for all the cells at the robot’s workspace. Moreover, the probability of being scanned is also the same. Figure 3.a shows the cells’ distribution of the robot’s workspace. The number of cells can be increased if the application requires it. Instead of scanning cell by cell, the robot’s workspace is divided into three main zones. Then, the scan mode is first made zone by zone until one zone is selected by the user (see Fig. 3.b). Once a zone is selected, the scan is made row by row of the selected zone. If after three row-by-row scans, no row is selected, the scan returns to be executed zone-by-zone. On the other hand, if a row is selected, then the scan passes to be cell-by-cell until a cell is selected (see Fig. 3.c). The scan returns to be row-by-row if no cell is selected after three runs. Once a cell is selected, the robot is positioned at the center of mass of the cell and the scan mode begins again zone-by-zone.

The three zones division of the robot manipulator’s workspace is based on the fact that a normal limbed patient grasps the elements of the environment from the right, center or left to his/her body.

The final interface is presented in Fig. 4.
Considering that the objective of the HMI is to position the robot manipulator at a specific cell of its workspace, a kinematic controller was used (Kelly et al., 2004).

### 3. Sequential Scan Mode

The scan mode developed in this work is an automatic one. The workspace of the robot manipulator is divided into cells. As a first approach, let's consider that the cells do not have a probability value associated with them. Thus, the probability of a cell to be chosen by the patient is the same for all the cells at the robot's workspace. Moreover, the probability of being scanned is also the same. Figure 3.a shows the cells' distribution of the robot's workspace. The number of cells can be increased if the application requires it. Instead of scanning cell by cell, the robot's workspace is divided into three main zones. Then, the scan mode is first made zone by zone until one zone is selected by the user (see Fig. 3.b). Once a zone is selected, the scan is made row by row of the selected zone. If after three row-by-row scans, no row is selected, the scan returns to be executed zone by zone. On the other hand, if a row is selected, then the scan passes to be cell by cell until a cell is selected (see Fig. 3.c). The scan returns to be row by row if no cell is selected after three runs. Once a cell is selected, the robot is positioned at the center of mass of the cell and the scan mode begins again zone by zone.

The three zones division of the robot manipulator's workspace is based on the fact that a normal limbed patient grasps the elements of the environment from the right, center or left to his/her body.

The final interface is presented in Fig. 4.
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**Fig. 3. Sequential scan mode.**

(a) The scan is first executed zone by zone until one zone is selected by the user; (b) then the scan is executed row by row of the selected zone; (c) the scan is run cell by cell of the selected row.
4. Probability-based Scan Mode

Two probability-based scan modes have been implemented in this work. A first approach is based on maintaining the workspace zones with a fixed number of cells. On the other hand, the second approach has a variable number of cells assigned to each zone depending on their probability values. The probability value in both approaches represents the probability of accessing a cell.

4.1 First Approach: Fixed zones division

The first approach of the probability-based scan mode works as follows:

- The workspace resolution is set to 72 cells (4 rows and 18 columns) and can be easily changed depending on the application. The workspace behaves as a \( pmd \) (probability mass distribution) and can be interpreted as a \( 4 \times 18 \)-matrix (where \( c_{i,j} \) is the cell at the \( i \)-row and \( j \)-column).
- When the HMI is loaded by the first time, the robot’s workspace has a uniform distribution over their cells (\( p(c_{i,j}) = \frac{1}{72} \), with \( i = 1..4 \) and \( j = 1..18 \)).
- Each zone (see Fig. 4) has a probability value associated with it, which is the sum of the probability values contained in each zone. Thus, for example:
4. Probability-based Scan Mode

Two probability-based scan modes have been implemented in this work. A first approach is based on maintaining the workspace zones with a fixed number of cells. On the other hand, the second approach has a variable number of cells assigned to each zone depending on their probability values. The probability value in both approaches represents the probability of accessing a cell.

4.1 First Approach: Fixed zones division

- The workspace resolution is set to 72 cells (4 rows and 18 columns) and can be easily changed depending on the application. The workspace behaves as a pmd (probability mass distribution) and can be interpreted as a $4 \times 18$-matrix ($c_{ij}$, is the cell at the $i$-row and $j$-column).
- When the HMI is loaded for the first time, the robot's workspace has a uniform distribution over their cells ($p(c_{ij}) = \frac{1}{72}$, for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, 4$ and $j = 1, 2, \ldots, 18$).
- Each zone (see Fig. 4) has a probability value associated with it, which is the sum of the probability values contained in each zone. Thus, for example: $p(z_{zone}) = \sum_{i=1, j=1}^{i=4, j=6} p(c_{ij})$. Also, each row's probability equals the sum of the probability value of the cells contained in that row. This is so because the robot's workspace is considered as a pmd, then the sum of all probability values of the cells sum the unity.
- The division of the zones remain unchanged with the evolution of the probability values of the cells.
- The scan starts at the zone with the highest probability value. If such a zone does not exist, the scan starts at the rightest zone (i.e., zone 1 in Fig. 4). The scan highlights one zone at a time and waits 2 seconds (Ferreira et al, 2008) until passing to the next zone. The scan is cyclic, which means that if the scan has passed from zone 2 to zone 3, it then goes to zone 1 instead of returning to zone 2.
- Once the patient selects a zone -using his/her ERS/ERD potentials- the scan is made row-by-row in the selected zone. As before, the scan starts at the row with the highest probability value and runs decreasing to the row with the lowest probability value of the same zone. The scan is also cyclic. Once a row is selected, the scan is run cell-by-cell of the selected row only, starting from the cell with the highest probability value.
- Once a cell is selected, the robot manipulator is driven to the center of mass of such a cell and the probability value of it is updated. The update procedure is performed by the recursive Bayes rule. Once a probability value of a cell is updated, the probability values of all cells at the robot's workspace are also updated. The update procedure is shown in the following sections.
- When the scan is on the row-by-row mode or cell-by-cell mode, after three runs with no selection, the scan returns to its previous mode.
- Finally, in every mode, the scan waits 2 seconds before changing the highlighting.

4.2 Second Approach: Dynamic zone division

The second approach works under the same criteria of the first approach: the workspace is divided into three zones, although in this case, the number of cells that belong to each zone is determined by their probability values. The scan mode can be summarized as follows.

- When the scan starts the first time, the robot's workspace is considered as a uniform probability mass distribution; each cell has the same probability value. The scan mode up to this point has the same execution than the first approach. Experimentally was determined that after 20 runs (i.e., twenty cells were reached by the robot manipulator) the dynamic zone's division is able to be performed.
- Let $a$ and $b$ be the higher and lower probability cells' values respectively after the first 20 runs. Then, the workspace is divided into three zones according to these values. Table 1 shows how the division is made. The number of cells belonging to each zone is now governed by their probability values and is not a fixed number - of 24 cells- as it is in the first approach.
- Then, each zone is divided into three sub-zones under the same criteria of the last paragraph: each one of these sub-zones contains a set of probability weighted cells according to Table 1 but divided with respect to the zone instead the workspace.
The scan mode proceeds as follows:

- First, the zone with the highest probability value at the workspace is highlighted. If after two seconds this zone is not selected by the user of the HMI, the second probability zone is highlighted. If it is not selected, the highlight passes to the third and last zone—which has the lowest probability value associated with it-. The scan is cyclic—as it is the first approach—and the probability of each zone equals the sum of the probability values of the cells contained within them.

- When a zone is selected, the scan highlights the sub-zone with the highest probability value inside the previous zone. Thus, all cells within this sub-zone are highlighted. Also, the cells may not be consecutive. If the user does not select this sub-zone, the scan passes to the next one. The scan mode is also cyclic.

- Once a sub-zone is selected, the scan highlights each cell of the current sub-zone. In this case, the scan starts at the cell with the highest probability value associated with it and finishes at the cell with the lowest probability value. If all cells of the sub-zone have the same probability value, the scan starts randomly.

- At every stage, the scan is cyclic and remains highlighting during two seconds before changing. If no selection is performed by the user after three runs, the system returns to the previous scan mode.

- If a cell is selected, the probability value of the cell and of the rest of the cells of the workspace is updated according to the recursive Bayes rule.

- The dimensions of the zones and sub-zones are re-calculated after a cell is selected.

### Table 1. Workspace zones definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zone1</td>
<td>${ \forall c_{i,j}, i=1..4, j=1..18: b_t + \frac{2}{3}(a_t - b_t) &lt; p(c_{i,j} \mid W) \leq a_t }$ Zone 1: is the set of all cells whose probabilities are the highest of the workspace (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zone2</td>
<td>${ \forall c_{i,j}, i=1..4, j=1..18: b_t + \frac{(a_t - b_t)}{3} &lt; p(c_{i,j} \mid W) \leq b_t + \frac{2}{3}(a_t - b_t) }$ Zone 2: is the set of all cells whose probabilities are of middle range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zone3</td>
<td>${ \forall c_{i,j}, i=1..4, j=1..18: b_t \leq p(c_{i,j} \mid W) \leq b_t + \frac{(a_t - b_t)}{3} }$ Zone 3: is the set of all cells with the lowest probability values.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be seen, the number of cells that belong to a sub-zone or zone is variable. Then, the organization of the zones at the robot’s workspace is dynamic. This allows the improving of the scan mode in order to access in a priority way to the most probably cells.
4.3 Recursive Bayes Rule

The probability update of each cell at the robot’s workspace is based on the recursive Bayes rule (Fishman, 1996; Papoulis, 1980). Once the patient directs the HMI to access a specific cell, the probability value of that cell changes according to (2). Let $v_{ij}$ be a cell at the robot’s workspace and $G$ a zone to which that cell belongs (e.g., zone 1). Thus, the updating algorithm is given by,

$$ p_t(v_{ij}|G) = \frac{p_t(G|v_{ij})p_{t-1}(v_{ij}|G)}{p_t(G|v_{ij})p_{t-1}(v_{ij}|G) + p_t(G|v_{ij})p_{t-1}(v_{ij}|G)} $$

In (2), $p_t(v_{ij}|G)$ is the current probability of the cell $v_{ij}$ given the zone $G$; $p_{t-1}(v_{ij}|G)$ is the previous probability value of $v_{ij}$. Though (2) is mainly used in very simple applications (Auat Cheein et al, 2008; Ferreira et al, 2006c) it fits as an updating rule for the purpose of this work. The rest of the cells at the robot’s workspace are also updated using (2), but with $p_t(v_{ij}|G)$ -the probability of $v_{ij}$ not been selected with respect to the zone- instead of $p_t(v_{ij}|G)$ in the appropriate places of (2).

In order to make sense to the use of the recursive Bayes rule, an initial probability value must be given to all cells at the workspace. Thus, it is initialized as a uniform $pmd$. Figure 4 shows the evolution of a cell’s probability when it is successively accessed by the patient. As the probability of this cell tends to 1, the probability value of the non-accessed cells tends to zero according to (2).

![Probability Cell evolution](image)

Fig. 4. Probability cell evolution when it is constantly accessed (Auat Cheein et al, 2008).

Considering that the scan mode of this approach is based on the probability weight of the cells of the robot’s workspace, if a cell, e.g., has the highest probability value of the zone 2 at time $t$, and it is successively accessed, then at the instant $t+k$ that cell might abandon the
zone 2 -because of it probability value increases- and enter to zone 1. Nevertheless, having into account that zone 1 is composed by those cells with the highest probability values of the entire robot’s workspace, then the cell that has recently enter this zone, might not be one of the first to be scanned. This situation will be shown in the experimental results.

5. Experimental Results

This section shows the time consuming differences of the three scan modes shown in this work. In order to do this, a Monte Carlo experiment was designed (Auat Cheein et al, 2008; Fishman, 1996). The time analysis establishes a performance comparison between the three scan modes. In addition, the final distribution of the robot’s workspace for a right-handed user after 100 trials is also shown. This distribution is shown for both probability scan modes –the accessed cells are the same–. The Kullback-Liebler relative entropy is calculated between both probability-based workspaces in order to establish a divergence value.

5.1 Monte Carlo Experiment

In this work, the robot’s workspace is divided into 72 cells (see Fig. 3). It also can be considered as a 4×18-matrix. Then, a cell’s position can be defined by the number of row and column of the 4×18-matrix. Considering the number of row and column as a random variable, the Monte Carlo experiment was designed as follows:

- A uniform random source generates two random variables: $x$ and $y$.
- The random variable $x$ is mapped into the rows of the robot’s workspace ($m$).
- The random variable $y$ is mapped into the columns of the robot’s workspace ($n$).
- The pair $<m,n>$ determines the position of a cell at the robot’s workspace. This cell is the one that will be accessed by the scan modes. The three scan modes start.
- The time needed by the patient to reach a cell is recorded for each scan mode.
- Once the robot reaches the proposed cell, a new cell is generated and the process starts all over.

5.2 Mapping Functions

Let $f_x$ be a row mapping function of the form,

$$f_x : A \to B$$

$$x \to m$$

where $A = \{x \sim U(0,1)\}$ and $B = \{m : m \in \{1,2,3,4\} \subset N\}$, with $N$ the set of positive integers. Let also $f_y$ be a column mapping function of the form,

$$f_y : A \to C$$

$$y \to n$$
where $A$ is again $A = \{x \sim U(0,1)\}$ and $C = \{n : n \in \{1,2,\ldots,18\} \subseteq N\}$. Equations (3) and (4) show the domain and range of the mapping functions. The mapping is made according to the following statements (Auat Cheein et al, 2008):

- Let $p(c_{i,j})$ the probability value of a cell located at the $i$-row and $j$-column of the robot’s workspace.
- Let $x$ be an outcome of the uniform random source $f_x$.
  
  - If $0 \leq x \leq \sum_{i=1, j \in C} p(c_{i,j})$, then $f_x(x) = i = 1$. This means that the value of $x \in A$ should be lower than the sum of all probability cell’s values over row 1 for $f_x(x)$ be equal to 1.
  
  - If $\sum_{i=1, j \in C} p(c_{i,j}) \leq x < \sum_{i=2, j \in C} p(c_{i,j})$, then $f_x(x) = i = 2$. This means that $x \in A$ should be greater or equal to the sum of all probability cell’s values over row 1 and lower than the sum of all probability cell’s values over row 2 for $f_x(x) = i = 2$.
  
  - The process continues up to the last row whose expression is: if $\sum_{i=3, j \in C} p(c_{i,j}) \leq x < \sum_{i=4, j \in C} p(c_{i,j})$, then $f_x(x) = i = 4$.

- For the mapping over rows, the procedure is the same. However, in this case, the sum of probability values is made over the columns.
- Each time a cell is reached by the scan, the mapping functions ($f_x$ and $f_y$) vary. It is so because these functions depend on the probability values of the cells at the robot’s workspace. Thus, the most accessed cells will have more probability in being mapped. This allows us to emulate, e.g., a right-handed user.

### 5.3 Monte Carlo Simulation Results

The objective of the Monte Carlo experiments was to test the performance of both scanning methods: probability-based and sequential ones. The performance is measured in function of the time needed to access a given position. This position is generated by the uniform random source shown in (3) and (4). After 500 trials the mean time needed to access a random position by the first approach of the probability-based scan was of 16.8 seconds. For the second approach of the probability-based scan the mean time needed was of 20.4 seconds and for the sequential scan was of 19.8 seconds. The three results are in the same order but the probability based first approach of the scan mode requires less time.

Lets consider now only the right side of the workspace. This situation is suitable for a right-arm amputee patient. The mean time of access for all points belonging to the workspace right side is of 8.4 seconds under the second approach of the probability-based scan instead of 11.3 seconds corresponding to the first approach of the probability-based scan mode. Under sequential scan, the mean time is of 14.8 seconds. The probability-based scan mode second approach is 43% faster than the sequential scan for cells over the right side of the workspace whereas the first probability-based approach is 23.7% faster. Details of these results can be seen in (Auat Cheein et al, 2008). The accessing time values can be interpreted as the patient needs an overall time of 8.4 seconds to access any cell of the right side of the robot’s workspace using the second scan mode approach instead of 11.3 seconds of the first.
probability-based approach. If the whole workspace is to be used, then the first approach is more convenient. The Figures 5 and 6 show the mapping function for the probability-based scans at the end of the Monte Carlo simulation. The mapping functions are dependent on the probability values of the cells.

![Mapping Function for Row values](image)

Fig. 5. Row mapping function of the Monte Carlo experiment –see Eq. (3)–.

![Mapping Function for Column values](image)

Fig. 6. Column mapping function of the Monte Carlo experiment –see Eq. (4)–.

In section 4.3 was stated that a cell may change of zones as its probability grows or decrease during the scan mode of the second probability-based approach. Figure 7 shows this situation. A specific cell was successively accessed (see Fig. 4). The cell was initially in zone 3...
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Fig. 5. Row mapping function of the Monte Carlo experiment –see Eq. (3)–.

Fig. 6. Column mapping function of the Monte Carlo experiment –see Eq. (4)–.

In section 4.3 was stated that a cell may change of zones as its probability grows or decreases during the scan mode of the second probability-based approach. Figure 7 shows this situation. A specific cell was successively accessed (see Fig. 4). The cell was initially in zone 3 (the group with the lowest probability value). During the successive calls of the cell, its probability was growing and the cell passed from zone 3 to zone 2 and then to zone 1.

![Scan Mode Time evolution of a low Probability Cell after 240 iterations](image)

**Fig. 7.** Evolution of the accessing time of a cell during successive calls.

Figure 7 shows that the time of access of the cell by the sequential scan mode remains constant whereas varies for the second approach of the probability-based scan mode. When a cell changes to a greater probability zone, it abandons its scan priority. Thus, if it was previously in zone 3 with the highest probability value in that zone (it is the first cell in being scanned inside that zone), when it passes to zone 2 it will be one of the cells with the lowest probability value of that zone. This situation explains why the time of access of a cell grows every time a cell change its zone (as it is shown in Fig. 7). Nevertheless, the final time of access is lower than the initial value.

Figure 8 shows the final zone’s division of the robot’s workspace at the end of the Monte Carlo experiment for the two probability scan mode approaches. Figure 8.a shows the probability workspace distribution for the first probability based scan mode approach; the zone 2 represents the most accessed zone. This situation means that, for a right-handed user, every location at the front of the hand will be the most reached. Figure 8.b shows the probability workspace distribution of the second probabilistic scan mode approach. The zone 3 -which contains the cells with the lowest probability according to Table 1- is limited by a solid-black line; zone 2 is formed by those cells with a solid-blue line at their limits. The zone 1 -the set of cells with the highest probability value according to Table 1- remains unbounded in Fig. 8.b. The probability value of the cells and zones in Fig. 8 is represented by the gray-bar at the top of each figure.
Fig. 8. Robot’s workspace zones’ division after the Monte Carlo experiment. a) Zones probability distribution according to the first approach of the probability scan mode. b) Cells probability distribution according to the second approach of the probability-based scan mode; cells with the lowest probability value -zone 1- are limited by the solid-black line; cells of the zone 2 are bounded by a solid-blue line; cells of the zone 3 -with the highest probability value- remain unbounded.

5.4 Right-handed Workspace Distribution
Figure 8 has shown the zones divisions for the two probability-based scan modes for the Monte Carlo experiment. Figure 9, on the other hand, shows a real workspace distribution for a right-handed user. For the experiment, the BCI connected to the HMI was used. Figure 9 shows the cell’s probabilities after 100 trials. As it can be seen, the right side of the workspace is the most accessed one.
By inspection, it is possible to see that both workspaces’ *pmds* shown in Fig. 8 look very
similar. Considering that the \textit{pmd} represents the learning of the HMI with respect to the patient’s needs, the Kullback-Liebler relative entropy is calculated between both \textit{pmds} of Fig. 9 in order to have a divergence value of the workspaces probability mass distributions.

![Fig. 8. Robot’s workspace zones’ division after the Monte Carlo experiment. a) Zones probability distribution according to the first approach of the probability scan mode. b) Cells probability distribution according to the second approach of the probability-based scan mode; cells with the lowest probability value - zone 1 - are limited by the solid-black line; cells of the zone 2 are bounded by a solid-blue line; cells of the zone 1 - with the highest probability value - remain unbounded.]

5.4 Right-handed Workspace Distribution

Figure 8 has shown the zones divisions for the two probability-based scan modes for the Monte Carlo experiment. Figure 9, on the other hand, shows a real workspace distribution for a right-handed user. For the experiment, the BCI connected to the HMI was used. Figure 9 shows the cell’s probabilities after 100 trials. As it can be seen, the right side of the workspace is the most accessed one.

![Fig. 9. Cells probability values for the two probability scan modes approaches after 100 trials. a) Final workspace’s \textit{pmd} for the first approach of the probability-based scan mode. b) Final workspace’s \textit{pmd} for the second approach of the probability-based scan mode. The difference between both \textit{pmds} lies on the fact that the recursive Bayes rule is calculated based on the zone’s probability information and not the workspace’s probability (which is the unity).]

5.5 Kullback-Liebler divergence

The Kullback-Liebler relative entropy is a pseudometric (Cover & Thomas, 2006) that gives a measure of the divergence between two probability density functions and it is presented in (5) - for the continuum case - and (6) - for the discrete case -. The reference functions in (5) and (6) are \textit{g(.)} - density function - and \textit{q(.)} - mass function - respectively.
The recursive workspace is decreased each time that position is reached. This is due to the fact that the experimental results showed that the time needed to access a specific position at the robot's workspace. The probability value was updated by means of the recursive Bayes rule. The whole workspace was seen as a single probability mass distribution. Thus, each cell’s probability value reflects the times that cell was accessed by the user and it governs the scan (the probability of being accessed). The cells with the highest probability value will be scanned first.

A time analysis between the three methods presented here showed that the probability-based scans improves the access time of the most accessed cells. Thus, if the HMI is going to be used for the first time (the robot manipulator workspace is an uniform pmu), the first approach of the probability-based scan mode has shown a better performance than the other approaches. On the other hand, once the preference of the patient (right/center/left side of the workspace) is well defined, the second approach of the probability based scan mode has shown lesser time requirements.

Although the system was primary designed to be implemented via a Brain Computer Interface, it could be used with any HMI with the same Finite State Machine implemented on it.

Experimental results showed that the time needed to access a specific position at the workspace is decreased each time that position is reached. This is due to the fact that the recursive Bayes algorithm implemented updates the probability value of the selected position after it is reached by the robot. A decrement of the time of access implies less effort by the user/patient of the HMI in reaching the objective.

In this work, a right-handed workspace distribution case was presented. This case showed that all cells to the right of the workspace have the higher probability value and the lower time needed to be accessed.

The robot workspace resolution was set to 72 cells in this work, although it could be adjusted according to the HMI destination. In addition, the interface can be extended to operate in 3D.

\[ D_{f|g} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) \log\left(\frac{f(x)}{g(x)}\right) dx \]

\[ D_{p|q} = \sum_{x=-\infty}^{\infty} p(x) \log\left(\frac{p(x)}{q(x)}\right) \]

Considering that the set of cells is the same for both probability based scan modes approaches, equation (6) is directly applied to the pmu of the robot manipulator. Thus, for the experiment shown in Fig. 9, the divergence between the first workspace probability based scan mode approach and the second workspace probability-based scan mode approach is of 0.0832. Thus, it is possible to say that both probability scan modes approaches lead to a very similar workspace’s pmu -both learn the user’s preferences in the same way-.

6. Conclusion

This work has shown the implementation of three scan modes of a robot manipulator workspace governed by a Human Machine Interface. The first scan approach was a sequential one with no consideration of preferences of the user/patient of the HMI. The other two scan approaches were based on the probability information attached to every cell at the robot’s workspace. The probability value was updated by means of the recursive Bayes rule. The whole workspace was seen as a single probability mass distribution. Thus, each cell’s probability value reflects the times that cell was accessed by the user and it governs the scan (the probability of been accessed). The cells with the highest probability value will be scanned first.
The probabilistic workspace configuration learns the user’s preferences and uses this knowledge in the scan mode. It pays special attention to those cells with the highest probability value thus minimizing the time needed to access them.
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Robot manipulators are developing more in the direction of industrial robots than of human workers. Recently, the applications of robot manipulators are spreading their focus, for example Da Vinci as a medical robot, ASIMO as a humanoid robot and so on. There are many research topics within the field of robot manipulators, e.g. motion planning, cooperation with a human, and fusion with external sensors like vision, haptic and force, etc. Moreover, these include both technical problems in the industry and theoretical problems in the academic fields. This book is a collection of papers presenting the latest research issues from around the world.
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